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Medical practices have always been data oriented: healthcare providers decisions are based on data, both clinically generated and patient reported. With the increased use of patient-generated health data (PGHD), other types of data are entering providers’ practices and influencing patient-provider collaboration. We studied the use of PGHD and its related data practices in the context of fertility, a health concern that is uncertain, complex, and data intensive. We interviewed 14 patients who are facing or have faced challenges to conceive and 5 healthcare providers specialized in infertility. Our findings show that patients and providers use PGHD in different ways but with the common goal of exploring “the unknown” generated by the uncertainties of fertility. Providers use patients’ data in a rational protocol, aiming to identify possible causes of infertility and define a treatment course. Patients use data in a much more emotional way, learning about their bodies while struggling with data interpretation challenges. By analyzing these data practices, we discuss the principles behind their differences and describe how they have individual benefits for each specific group. We then suggest that fertility technologies need to consider such principles, highlight the existing boundary between patients’ and providers’ data practices, and focus on bridging instead of merging them in order to facilitate collaboration and maintain their independent benefits.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Medical practices are essentially data oriented. The decisions involved in medical work are largely based on patients’ data: data reported by patients themselves during medical consultations, data generated from various laboratory and radiology tests, and data generated from patients reactions to the treatment plans [54,79]. The diagnosis and treatment processes largely rely on data, both clinically generated and patient reported (normally in the verbal format). Lately, with the rise of the quantified-self movement [16] and self-tracking technologies [53], patient-generated health data (PGHD) has been increasingly used in medical decision making and to assist patients in self-
managing their conditions outside of clinical encounters. PGHD, which can be defined as health-related data collected outside of traditional clinical settings by patients themselves, brought new types of data to patient-provider interactions.

Prior research on PGHD has studied how self-tracking activities and technologies may influence patient-provider collaboration and individual’s own health management. In this paper, we call the practices of collecting and using PGHD as data practices. It is expected that such practices support patient empowerment [4,36], aid healthcare providers in diagnosis and treatment [17,41], and improve the collaboration between patient and providers [17,79]. Nonetheless, prior studies show different challenges patients and providers face when using these data [30], such as different expectations for data use [41,77,90] and conflicting interpretations of the same data [22,43,79]. These challenges suggest that patients and providers may engage in different data practices. More research is needed to understand how providers and patients value and use PGHD differently and how to design technologies to better support their collaboration through PGHD to serve both needs.

In this paper, we study the use of PGHD and its related data practices in the context of fertility with the goal of conception. Fertility is complex, emotionally loaded, and people face great uncertainty when experiencing challenges to conceive. One’s fertility journey can involve multiple stages, from trying to conceive on their own to having complex clinical treatments. Fertility is also data centric condition, with use of PGHD throughout the process: patients and providers need data about patients’ fertility cycles (e.g., cycle days and results of ovulation predictor kits) to identify ovulation and time intercourse or treatment procedures such as insemination. With increasing use of fertility technologies, both patients and providers have more access to fertility related PGHD. However, it is not clear how they engage in data practices: whether having access to PGHD may influence their use of data, how they may engage with PGHD collection (by patients) and use (both patients and providers), and in case they do not use data in the same way, whether different data usages might lead to tensions and conflicts. It is also unclear whether technologies are designed to facilitate patient-provider interaction based on PGHD in the context of fertility.

We investigate different data practices involved in the context of fertility through interviews with patients facing fertility challenges and healthcare providers specialized in infertility treatments. We draw from Strauss [82] illness trajectory to analyze patients’ fertility trajectories and how their data practices are intertwined with fertility-related events, emotions, and interactions with healthcare providers. The findings of the study reveal that patients and providers use PGHD in different ways but with the common goal to explore “the unknown” and deal with the uncertainties intrinsic to fertility. We describe how their data practices are driven by different factors: while providers use data to investigate causes of infertility and define treatments following medical rationality, patients’ data practices are embedded and driven by the emotional experiences of their fertility journey. These different practices lead to different value, use, and attitudes towards data. To better support both patients and providers individually and their interactions, we propose that fertility technologies should aim to keep their data practices different, bridging them when necessary. Finally, we offer suggestions on how such technologies could support such bridges.

The study of data practices involved in fertility care has much to contribute to the areas of CSCW, personal and health informatics, and the development of technologies for patient-provider collaboration. It can also help supporting patients’ use of PGHD in similar complicated journeys. Our study provides the following contributions: (i) we provide a rich description of how fertility trajectories are diverse and embedded in what our participants called “the unknown,” (ii) we report patients’ lived experiences with data, including the joys of learning about their bodies and the challenges of interpreting data amidst the uncertainties of fertility, (iii) we contrast the emotional experience of patients’ fertility trajectories with the fertility work of healthcare providers, highlighting misalignments and interactions between the two, (iv) we discuss the principles driven their data practices of patients and providers, and, finally, (v) we suggest implications for fertility technologies to better bridge these practices without hindering the benefits of each of them.
2 BACKGROUND: FERTILITY TREATMENTS

For many people, conceiving seems a natural part of their life journeys [18] and facing challenges to conceive often becomes a great disruption to their lives [7]. According to a 2004 report of the World Health Organization, around 48.5 million couples were affected by infertility issues [60,92]. It is indicated that couples try to conceive on their own from 6 to 12 months, timing intercourse with the fertile window (i.e., period encompassing the few days around ovulation, when conception is possible [81]). When conception does not happen, they should look for specialists’ help, who will use their medical expertise to identify any underlying cause and define the appropriate treatment. However, even with medical specialists’ assistance, it is estimated that between 15% to 30% of couples are diagnosed with unexplained infertility because their infertility evaluation tests fail to reveal any biological or physical problem [73]. In these cases, healthcare providers have to treat infertility without knowing the cause. The most common fertility treatments are medications to induce ovulation or superovulation with intrauterine insemination (IUI) and in vitro fertilization (IVF) [73]. It is indicated to try the least complex treatment first and increase complexity when the simpler treatment did not result in pregnancy. Fig. 1 summarizes these fertility care methods and treatments in order of medical complexity. It may look as a reasonably straightforward process, but people’s lived experiences are often much more complicated.

![Fertility care methods and treatments.](image)

Fertility is uncertain and data centric. Trying to conceive can be data-intensive endeavors, particularly when the couple is trying on their own [20,21]: people trying to conceive often track a wide range of health-related data (e.g., cycle days, temperature, ovulation predictor kits’ results, cervical mucus, and varied symptoms) to identify ovulation and increase the chances of conceiving by timing intercourse with the fertile window. But even when couples are working with healthcare providers, data generated by patients are still critical for both diagnosis and treatments: fertility treatments require patients and providers to track patients’ cycles so they can time the treatment appropriately. This complex relationship between patients, providers, and data makes fertility a suitable context to analyze patients’ and providers’ data practices in an uncertain context, where the final goal (i.e., conceiving) may not be achievable.

3 RELATED WORK

3.1 Patient-Generated Health Data for Uncertain Conditions

The widespread use of mobile and sensor devices made it possible for individuals to gather a variety of types of health data. These health-related data collected by patients outside of clinical settings can be called patient-generated health data (PGHD). Self-tracking (i.e., the practice of collecting personal data to reflect on [53]) is currently the primary way individuals get access to these data. Previous research investigated the use of PGHD in the context of complex health conditions in which patients need to deal with the uncertainty of idiosyncratic or unexplained symptoms and inconsistent treatment outcomes. For example, Mishra et al. [64] reported that patients with Parkinson’s disease would like to see data about disease progression to plan appropriately. Felipe et al.[29] reported that chronic pain patients saw automatic PGHD collection for symptom detection as a chance to divert their focus from the disease to other aspects of their daily lives. Park and Chen [69] described migraine patients work as “diagnostic agents” to recognize their personalized triggers, and understand and learn how to cope with the disease in their daily lives. In addition, different studies suggest that PGHD activities and technologies can support visibility, social recognition, and self-validation for people leaving with complex conditions [29,57,69]. However,
other studies have reported potential negative effects related to self-tracking and PGHD use, such as feelings of guilt, failure, and stress [2,4,19,25,44]. These studies suggest that exposure to health data may have adverse or negative effects, and people may have both positive and negative experiences when using their health-related data.

Although fertility challenges often do not include an underlying illness, the experience of facing such challenges share characteristics with facing complex conditions: it is uncertain, idiosyncratic, often stigmatized, and present inconsistent outcomes. The rapid growth in the market of fertility technologies [33] increases the need to understand what are the consequences of increasingly interacting with fertility-related data, particularly for individuals facing fertility challenges.

### 3.2 Data in Patient-Provider Collaboration

Extensive research has investigated patient-provider communication in the intersection of CSCW and health. Communication is the primary way through which patients and providers exchange information and, thus, it forms the basis of their collaboration and supports treatment decisions [68]. Effective patient-provider communication has been associated with positive results in satisfaction with care, adherence to treatments, health outcomes, and coping [68,88]. Several studies have analyzed the impact of technology in patient-provider communication during and outside of appointments. For example, Street et al. [83] analyzed the use of electronic health records during clinical encounters, describing patients rate providers communication less effective when they spent more time interacting with the computer than with the patient. Ding et al. [24] analyzed how the use of a mobile social application (WeChat) for communication between patients and providers outside of in-person encounters required negotiation of social and temporal boundaries.

PGHD has been explored as a way to support both patients and healthcare providers. These data are expected to support patients in gaining knowledge about their condition and improving self-management [17,58], and providers in personalizing care, facilitating diagnosis, and defining treatment plans [41,54,90]. In addition, PGHD are expected to support patient-provider interaction by facilitating their collaboration and fostering shared-decision making [17,79]. In this sense, data could connect providers’ medical expertise with patients’ knowledge about their lived illness experiences [6,79]. However, despite all these potential benefits, past studies have described different conflicts around PGHD use between patients and providers, particularly when patients start tracking data on their own [17,30,41,79]. Often patients and providers have different needs and expect data to be used in different ways [74]. Previous research have described how patient-provider interactions through data often end with both of them feeling dissatisfied, particularly because tools were not designed to support collaboration [17,79]. Patients feel dissatisfied with how and much providers engage with their data [17], while providers face challenges related to information overload, data incompleteness, time constraints, and accuracy issues [77,79].

Research on patient-provider collaboration have approached these issues by, for example, exploring data sharing during and outside clinical visits [90], or analyzing data sharing preferences of patients and different health providers involved in their care [41]. Schroeder et al. [79] proposed visualizations with different levels of detail to support collaborative explorations of diet data during medical encounters. Similarly, Mentis et al. [62] analyzed how patients and providers craft different views of data during consultations, integrating their data practices through collaborative analysis. Although such body of research provides important insights to the fertility context, to the extent of our knowledge, it is still unclear how the increased use of fertility related PGHD and technologies affects patient-provider collaboration when they are working together during fertility treatments.

### 3.3 Fertility Research in HCI

A growing body of research in HCI has explored varied aspects related to female fertility. Because of its complexity, uncertainty, and the existence of taboos [1], several studies have focused on aspects related to information and emotional needs in, for example, menstrual education [85,86],...
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menopause [49], and fertility-related diseases such as endometriosis [61] and vulvodynia [89]. Pregnancy has been historically researched in the fields of CSCW and HCI. For instance, studies have focused on how people use technology to search pregnancy information online [37,47], how to prevent excessive gestational weight [71], and how nurses coordinate patient work with documentation work in childbirth [72]. Other studies have focused on experiences after pregnancy, such as breastfeeding in public [5] and using a pump [23]. However, conception is not always easy, and many couples experience challenges when trying to conceive [14,21,70,93], facing stigma and emotional struggles [20,70], often experiencing sensitive and potentially traumatizing fertility-related events such as miscarriages [3]. Although related to conception, such topics have been less approached in the aforementioned fields.

Recently, PGHD are being used to track different fertility-related aspects [27,31,52,56,65]. In particular, Costa Figueiredo et al. analyzed the self-tracking practices of people trying to conceive, describing how the knowledge-intensive and highly personalized context of fertility pushed people to turn self-tracking into a collaborative activity of making sense of personal data [21]. Leveraging the personal informatics model [53], their study described the specific challenges people tracking fertility face in each of its stages. In another fertility-related study, Homewood et al. [38] reported that the ambiguity present in fertility tracking leads to confusion preventing patients from feeling as experts about their bodies. This is aligned with prior studies that described how self-tracking activities are intertwined with emotional experiences, and how the complexity of fertility contributes to pressure and emotional burden [20]. Building on these findings, in this paper, we approach how self-tracking activities influence patients’ fertility trajectories, providers’ practices, and patient-provider collaboration. We use the term data practices summarizing activities related to the use of personal health data.

This previous body of research suggests that data may play a role in the experiences of people trying to conceive and in their relationships with healthcare providers. On one hand, although prior research has examined the experience of infertility [7], such investigations did not approach the use of PGHD and how it influences people’s fertility journeys. On the other hand, studies that have investigated fertility self-tracking with the goal of conception [20,21,38] have not analyzed how these data impact individuals’ lived experiences and their interactions with healthcare providers. Our study approaches this gap and describes how patients and providers use PGHD in different ways to explore “the unknown” derived from the uncertainties of fertility. Based on our results, we discuss the principles influencing patients’ and providers’ data practices, and the value of keeping their practices different while supporting their interactions.

4 METHODS

To investigate patients’ and providers’ data practices related to fertility challenges we conducted in total 19 individual interviews: 14 with people who have faced or are facing challenges to conceive for at least 6 months (hereafter called patients for simplicity of reading and represented by P1 to P14), and 5 with reproductive endocrinology and infertility specialists (REIs) who directly work with patients facing these challenges (hereafter represented by D1 to D5).

4.1 Recruitment and Data Collection

We used snowball sampling and partnered with a fertility clinic located in the west coast of the United States to recruit participants to our study. We will not disclose the name and location of the clinic to protect participants’ anonymity. All participants verbally consented to participate and received compensation for their participation. Interviews were audio-recorded with participants’ consent. Our study was approved by the Institute Review Board prior to data collection.

4.1.1 Healthcare Providers.
After authorization was granted by the clinic and our study was approved by the IRB from our institution, we recruited healthcare providers: all five healthcare providers interviewed in this study were REIs, working in the same clinic. To protect providers’ identity, we use a neutral pronoun to refer to them to avoid possible identification based on their gender.

We used semi-structured interviews to investigate providers work practices and their interaction with patient data. This is an appropriate method for such interviews because it allows for openness of responses and for ensuring all aspects of interest were covered. The interview protocol was developed based on an initial meeting with the healthcare providers working in this clinic and a literature review we have conducted. The interviews focused the following aspects: (i) healthcare providers’ work practices and experiences conducting fertility treatments, (ii) their attitudes towards PGHD, and (iii) their views of patients’ infertility experiences. All interviews were conducted via phone calls or online and lasted from 31 minutes to 1 hour 04 minutes.

4.1.2 Patients.
We recruited patients from the same clinic and through snowball sampling methods using IRB approved flyers. We left flyers in the waiting room of the clinic and asked the healthcare providers we interviewed to give flyers to their patients when they felt appropriate. We contacted the patients referred to us and followed up with the interviews. We recruited 14 patients, including a couple (P4 and P5) who were interviewed separately. We asked each patient if they were willing to refer their partners, if there was one, to be interviewed, but only one partner agreed to participate (P5). Excepting P5, all our patient participants were female. Most of our participants (11) were recruited through snowball sampling, having no connections to the fertility clinic. Although more patients showed interest in our study when providers asked them, only 3 contacted us and completed the study. All 14 patients have tried or were trying to conceive (TTC) for at least six months.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of patients who participated in the study listing the main aspects that influence patients’ fertility experiences: the age when they faced fertility challenges (Age), how long these challenges lasted or are lasting (Time), the main diagnoses and fertility-related events (Diagnosis and events), the treatments and activities (e.g., tracking) they tried (Actions and treatments), the number of healthcare providers they have consulted (HP), and if they conceived any child (Conceived). Since several participants faced challenges conceiving more than one child, we use “/” to separate information for their first child / second child.

The average age of our participants when they first faced fertility challenges was 29. The average time trying to conceive was 32.4 months and the average number of healthcare providers these patients worked with was 2.5 (both averages consider first and second child attempts). The time to conceive the first child was between 1 and 10 years, while the time to conceive the second was between 1 month and 1 year. Both these times consider the current length of participants’ fertility trajectories, which can increase since six participants were still trying to conceive by the time we interviewed them.

Interviews with patients followed a narrative approach [26,42], asking participants to tell a narrative of their experiences trying to conceive. Narrative interviews are appropriated for our study because data practices are intrinsically embedded in people’s lived experiences and situated life events. Such experiences are naturally narrative oriented. Narrative interviews, thus, support the investigation of people’s data practices by foregrounding the context in which actions and events happen and people’s own explanations about them [26,42].

After explaining the context of the project to the participant (initiation phase [42]), the first author used “a generative narrative question” [75] (i.e., can you tell me about your experience trying to conceive?) to invite participants to share their personal experiences with fertility challenges. During this stage of the interview (main narration [42]), the first author actively listened to the participant, signaling attentive listening to encourage the participant to continue the narrative, and taking notes for future questions when necessary. After the participant clearly signaled ending the narrative, the first author asked clarifying questions concerning the events narrated by the
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participant (questioning phase [42]), particularly to guarantee a clear understanding of their fertility trajectories. At this stage, the first author also probed follow-up questions when certain aspects of experiences were not described sufficiently by the participants, especially concerning aspects related to technology, major fertility events, and data tracking activities.

Table 1. Summary of participants’ characteristics (patients).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P#</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Diagnosis and events</th>
<th>Actions and treatments</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Conceived</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>25 / 37</td>
<td>4y 6m / 1y</td>
<td>Endometriosis</td>
<td>Tracking, endometriosis surgery, procedure for cervix obstruction / Tracking</td>
<td>7 / 1</td>
<td>Yes / Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tracking, conceived 1m before treatment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>29 / 33</td>
<td>1y / 6m</td>
<td>Low motility (partner), 1 miscarriage</td>
<td>Tracking, regular exams / Tracking, regular exams</td>
<td>2 / 1</td>
<td>Yes / Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4&amp; P5</td>
<td>29 / 32</td>
<td>2y / 3y+</td>
<td>Unexplained infertility, 1 miscarriage</td>
<td>Tracking, 1 IUI / Tracking, 6 IUIs, 1 Mini IVF</td>
<td>2 / 5</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4y+</td>
<td>3 ectopic pregnancies</td>
<td>Holistic treatment, tracking, IVF</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>39b</td>
<td>1y+</td>
<td>Insulin resistance, PCO</td>
<td>Tracking, homeopathic treatment, progesterone treatment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4y+</td>
<td>Fibroid</td>
<td>Tracking, fibroid surgery, 3 IUIs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10y</td>
<td>3 miscarriages, partial mole</td>
<td>Tracking, ovulation stimulation, 3 IUIs, traditional Chinese medicine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>32 / 34</td>
<td>1y / 5m+</td>
<td>PCOS, Dermoid cyst</td>
<td>Tracking, birth control to have periods, cyst surgery, IUI / Tracking, IUI</td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2y</td>
<td>PCOS, 1 miscarriage</td>
<td>Tracking, progesterone treatment, 5 rounds of ovulation stimulation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1y 6m</td>
<td>Endometriosis</td>
<td>Abortion, tracking, endometriosis surgery, endometriosis medication</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2y 8m</td>
<td>PCOS, MODY diabetes, Unexplained male infertility</td>
<td>Tracking, ovulation stimulation, IVF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>28 / 37</td>
<td>6y / 1m</td>
<td>Unexplained infertility, 1 miscarriage</td>
<td>Ovulation stimulation, IVF / Tracking</td>
<td>1 / 0</td>
<td>Yes / Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a “y” stands for years; “m” for months, and “+” indicates the person is still trying to conceive.

b P7 is facing challenges to conceive the second child but faced no challenges to conceive the first.

The interviews lasted from 23 minutes to 1 hour 11 minutes. Two interviews were conducted in person, while the other 12 were conducted via phone calls or online. Each interview generated rich descriptions of participants lived experiences and data practices during their fertility trajectories.

4.3 Data Analysis

Both provider and patient interviews were recorded and transcribed for data analysis. Two authors read a subset of interviews and met to discuss themes and identify ways of coding the data. In this stage, one main theme emerged from both patients and providers interviews: “the unknown”
generated by the uncertainties related to fertility and how participants use data to understand “the unknown.” Following this main theme, we analyzed patients and providers interviews separately.

Patient interviews: based on the initial analysis and discussion, we decided to analyze patients’ data using the illness trajectory concept proposed by Strauss et al. [82], which “refers not only to the physiological unfolding of a patient’s disease but to the total organization of work done over that course, plus the impact on those involved with that work and its organization” (p.8). Later, Riemann and Schütze [75] generalized the concept of trajectory into a “central category denoting disorderly social processes and processes of suffering” (p.337) which are structured by events that feel out of one’s control. We used this concept to analyze our patient participants’ narratives because we believe their data practices are intrinsically connected with their trajectories. We call these trajectories as fertility trajectories to better reflect the experiences of our participants.

The first author reconstructed each participant’s fertility trajectory based on their narratives. Patients’ narratives tend to highlight the aspects people consider more important because those are the ones they more easily recall, particularly when they are recollecting facts that happened in the past, as it is the case of many of our participants. After discussing a few reconstructed trajectories, two authors identified three main aspects highlighted by patients in their recollections: participants’ data tracking activities, their interactions with healthcare providers during treatment processes, and the fertility-related events participants encountered throughout their trajectories and the consequences of such events. Each patients’ trajectory was then plotted into a timeline, following these three aspects participants self-reported in their narratives (see Fig. 2 in findings for examples).

Provider interviews: the initial analysis and discussion prompted to further analysis of providers’ interviews using open coding [15] and focusing on their work practices, their interactions with patients, and their assessment, attitudes, and usages of patients’ self-reported data.

After analyzing provider and patients’ data separately, the first author then reanalyzed all the data, conducting open and axial coding [15] in all 19 interviews focusing on patients’ and providers’ data practices, and their relation to “the unknown.” Misconceptions, learning, emotional experiences, and relationships with data (patient-data, provider-data, patient-provider-data) are examples of codes that emerged from this analysis. Throughout the whole coding process, the first and third author met regularly to discuss data analysis.

4.4 Limitations

This study has limitations that reflect the challenging nature of this population. Most of our participants have faced fertility challenges in the past but eventually conceived. Patients who are still trying to conceive are less willing to speak out of their experiences for various reasons, such as stigma, stress, or sadness. Also, all our interviewees, but one, are the female partner who would or who carried the baby. Although we tried to recruit the other partners, only one agreed to participate. Therefore, partner views and challenges are not represented in our data. Also, our study focuses on female fertility, therefore, male experiences with infertility are not discussed in this paper (we refer to Patel et al. [70] for a discussion concerning male infertility and experiences). In addition, our patient population was composed by heterosexual cis people, which do not represent more diverse experiences and critical challenges faced by other couples and individuals in their fertility trajectories. The five healthcare providers we interviewed were all REIs and worked in the same clinic. However, patients facing fertility challenges often work with multiple providers from different specialties. It is likely that the practices our REI participants described are not generalizable to the practices of every healthcare provider from every specialty. We addressed this limitation by getting patients’ accounts of their interactions with other healthcare providers, however, it would be useful to conduct further interviews with a more varied group of providers. Finally, although our participants have different ethnicities, they were all, but one, living in the U.S., not representing the broad spectrum of people facing and treating infertility issues worldwide.
5 RESULTS

In this section we provide an overview of the fertility process, describing how fertility is entangled with what patients refer to as “the unknown” and describe how this “unknown” is embedded in varied fertility trajectories. Then, using REIs work experiences and patients’ lived experiences, we report how patients and healthcare providers use PGHD in different ways to approach “the unknown,” highlighting how their data practices differ and interact. In reporting these results, when use data or data practices, we specifically refer to the practices related to PGHD collection and use.

5.1 Overview of the Fertility Process

5.1.1 A Plurality of Fertility Trajectories.

Fertility trajectories are per se unexpected, since people commonly do not anticipate they will face challenges to conceive, as explained by P10: “You don’t expect to have these problems and you see it [pregnancy] as just a natural thing that happens. And so, the fact that it doesn’t naturally happen for you, for myself, you feel inadequate.” People’s lived fertility trajectories are distinct, full of “alternative paths,” and unexpected challenges. Next we present two examples of fertility trajectories from our participants to illustrate the complicated processes and factors that might influence them. All names are pseudonyms.

Claire (P9) – 10 years of western and eastern medicine: Claire was 28 when she conceived and had her first miscarriage. After that, she and her partner started actively trying to conceive, but she “didn’t get pregnant for quite a few years.” So, she started “trying to find the reasons that I can probably change […] to help the process.” She used a fertility app and a digital spreadsheet, tracked period dates, intercourse, temperature, and monitored her lifestyle measures (e.g., diet), and mood and symptoms (e.g., stress). She conceived again but had another miscarriage. She and her partner then looked for a specialist that did several tests “but unfortunately, they didn’t find anything wrong. You know, we were hoping that they could find anything wrong so that there is something to fix.” They kept trying on their own, also using ovulation predictor kits (OPKs), until an exam indicated the presence of a partial mole (a tumor generated by problems during egg fertilization [13]). Because of the risk of a partial mole to become cancer, the specialist suggested stop trying to conceive for a year to monitor Claire’s health. “It turned out that it was totally benign, there was nothing, and they weren’t even sure if that really existed.” After that year, Claire and her partner conceived again, facing another miscarriage. They changed their insurance to see “more prestigious infertility doctors.” They did three IUI cycles “along with a lot of tracking, like doing ultrasound every couple of days […] to basically monitor the whole ovulation process.” None of the IUIs were successful so Claire ended up “kinda like giving up on the western medicine” and decided to try traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). She spent about three years taking herbal medications (“the herbs, and you boil it and you just take it. You don’t know if that helps, but just pray that it’s gonna help”), doing acupuncture, and monitoring blood pressure, pulse, and hormones. Eventually she stopped seeing the TCM doctor. She conceived after she almost gave up completely.

Anna (P11) – obsessing after a miscarriage: Anna was 24 when she started trying to conceive. She stopped taking birth control, but she did not get a period for many months. Then she started a progesterone treatment prescribed by her midwife, got a fertility book, and started tracking her temperature using a digital spreadsheet, “just kinda lightly tracking stuff […] I wasn’t super committed to it.” She conceived but had a miscarriage, which was a very difficult experience: “I had just not even thought that that could happen, and it was a huge shock. For me, it was a super hard loss, and I had a big depression afterwards.” She became afraid she would not be able to conceive again: “who knows where these thoughts were coming from, but it was just a lot of fear.” At some point, she had to return to birth control because she had recurrent bleeding, “which was really frustrating to me because I was like, ‘no, I’m trying to get pregnant. I don’t wanna be on birth control pills.’” The miscarriage experience led her to track more, trying to understand the causes and avoid other miscarriages: “that’s when that [tracking] really, really intensified, and I
started to use the software. I was tracking all of my symptoms. I was tracking my temperature every day. I was tracking my periods and intercourse and everything.” She also tracked cervical mucus, cervical position, symptoms, OPK results, and medication. “I was using that [software] for months. I had months and months of data; I got really obsessed with it.” She also started a treatment with medications to stimulate ovulation, prescribed and led by her midwife. She did five cycles of ovulation stimulation alongside tracking, until she finally conceived: “it was interesting because […] the cycle that I got pregnant […] it didn’t seem like I ovulated. […] I never ovulated, according to the software… but I still got pregnant.”

Fig. 2 summarizes Claire and Anna’s fertility trajectories. These two participants were young when they first started having fertility challenges, younger than the age fertility is typically expected to decline [73,94]. Their trajectories have different lengths; while Anna conceived in two years, it took 10 years for Claire to conceive. Fig. 2 also highlights the different healthcare providers they worked with (REIs, TCM doctor, midwife), the different treatments they tried (IUI, ovulation stimulation, TCM), the various fertility-related events they experienced (miscarriages, partial mole), and the intense tracking activities they performed.

Claire = 28 years old

Anna = 24 years old

Fig. 2. Claire’s and Anna’s fertility trajectories

Claire’s and Anna’s cases are not common or typical: every fertility trajectory is different with unique experiences and challenges. For example, P1 visited five different healthcare providers who dismissed her painful periods until being diagnosed with endometriosis. P3 did not know anything about tracking until her OBGYN told her to track OPKs and temperature. She used these data to conceive three times, with one miscarriage in between pregnancies. P6 engaged in intensive tracking and worked with different healthcare providers to try to conceive “naturally,” but after facing 3 ectopic pregnancies she decided to move to IVF. After having the first child without difficulties, P7 engaged in intensive tracking, using up to 5 fertility apps, to try to conceive her second child. P8 tried initially on her own using tracking, then she did three cycles of IUI alongside tracking, which did not result in pregnancy. P14 had her first child through IVF after 4 cycles of ovulation stimulation and 6 years of trying. She had a bad experience with the IVF treatment and turned to tracking to conceive her second child.

A common aspect of these experiences is the presence of tracking. All our participants performed some level of tracking and engaged with their data. Data tracking, either by apps or by other means, plays an important role in people’s fertility journeys. As illustrated by Claire’s and Anna’s trajectories summarized in Fig. 2, participants use a variety of tools to track a variety of health indicators, starting, changing, intensifying, or reducing tracking in different moments of their journeys. Claire’s and Anna’s cases also illustrate how people’s data practices are directly connected to the complexity and uncertainty of the fertility context. Claire used tracking throughout...
the years to try to identify the reasons why she was not getting pregnant. Anna intensified her tracking to understand the reasons and try to avoid another miscarriage. In both cases, the end goal (i.e., pregnancy) was uncertain, no matter how hard they tried. all of our participants faced similar uncertainties, leading them to “resort to these [data practices], kinda trying to make sense out of... nothing because there’s just such little information” [P11]. Patients used their data practices to deal with some of them called “the unknown” every step of the way.

5.1.2 The Unknown.
Fertility is extremely complex, involving intricate hormonal processes not completely scientifically understood [81]. This complexity creates a lot of uncertainty for healthcare providers and patients. The main uncertainty for providers comes from the fact that the mechanisms of fertility and the causes of infertility are not completely clinically understood. The field of Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility is still considerably new, and many of the current medical tools and processes are recent. For example, D4 explained that ovulation predictor kits (OPKs), which are the most reliable tests to detect ovulation, are a recent development: “it’s really just been my generation—the last 30 years I would imagine—that we had a kit [OPK] to detect it [ovulation].” Besides, the diagnosis process naturally involves uncertainty. For example, as D1 exemplified, even OPKs may not be 100% accurate: “so particularly in patients that have polycystic ovary syndrome [PCOS—a hormonal disorder that may impact fertility], there is a risk of false positive ovulation predictor kits. But we don’t know—that doesn’t happen in everyone that has PCOS.”

Additionally, it is not uncommon that physicians, even REIs, cannot identify the cause of infertility. All our REI participants described seeing patients with unexplained infertility in their daily work. D3 explained that these patients are especially difficult to treat because the cause of their infertility may be due to factors that our current medical knowledge cannot recognize: “the patients who are more difficult are the unexplained patients, because they may have some type of implantation factor [a factor impacting the attachment of the egg to the uterus] or something that we don’t have the means to test for yet” [D3]. If the patient has unexplained infertility, healthcare providers need to define treatments to achieve pregnancy without solving its underlying causes.

These complexity and uncertainty are even more challenging for patients. Because of them, patients facing fertility challenges commonly experience a feeling of groping in the dark and lack of control. Similar to findings of previous studies [21], the uncertainty of fertility comes from many factors. For example, every patient is different, so people cannot directly compare with others (e.g., “you see somebody say ‘Oh, I used this product and got pregnant the first time.’ And then, you are like, ‘Oh, well I’ve used it for a year and it hasn’t worked.’” [P4]). The fertility cycles for a single person can vary from month to month (e.g., “I had some cycles where it would range anywhere from 36 days to 58 days. [...] The variables are so different on a cycle by cycle basis” [P10]). Identifying the fertile window involves indicators that can be uncertain, subjective, or difficult to interpret (e.g., “I see there’s a change in my resting pulse rate, but what does that mean? Does that mean during ovulation? Does that happen after ovulation? Does that confirm my ovulation? Does that mean it’s coming?” [P7]). Also after having intercourse, patients often use different data to try to identify if they have conceived, in a period before it can be measured through a pregnancy test (e.g., “I would spend so much time comparing my chart to the charts in the forum [...] because there’s that time after you ovulate where you’re like, ‘I might be pregnant’ or ‘I might not be pregnant,’ so that would be the really stressful period” [P11]). All these factors add to the clinical uncertainties of fertility and make the whole experience very complex and uncertain.

Amidst all these uncertainties, many participants explained that the biggest challenge of their fertility trajectories is dealing with “the unknown of everything” [P3], which is generated by the uncertainty of not knowing what is wrong or if treatments will work. P9 summarized the general feeling of facing fertility struggles for over many years: “Just the unknown. Like you never know what’s the end result because nobody can give you an answer, or give you like a plan, and you just follow this plan and it’s gonna happen. Or it’s all gonna be fine after how long. Nobody can give
you a clear explanation or a definitive answer. So you basically, you are just going but not knowing the direction or the light. You don’t know where is the light. Yeah. So, it’s just unknown.” The unknown resulting from this uncertainty is often the hardest part of patients’ fertility trajectories.

Our findings suggest that both healthcare providers and patients use data to approach the unknown, whether they use it to identify the possible causes of infertility, to identify the fertile window, to decide on potential treatments, or to choose follow-up treatments. However, our findings also show that patients and providers engage in very different data practices: they use and value different data and develop different relationships with these data. The next sections will describe how these data practices differ.

5.2 Living with Data: How Patients Use Tracked Data to Explore the Unknown

Our findings show that people often use tracking to explore the unknown, believing that gathering and analyzing data will help them understand the unknown and give them the chance to act towards their goal. However, living with data can be more complicated than expected.

5.2.1 Types of Data Valued by Patients

Patients try to track different data in order to enhance their chances of conceiving. This includes basic fertility-related indicators, such as period days (tracked by all 13 female participants) and intercourse (tracked by 6). It also includes tracking ovulation to identify the fertile window, which can be done using different methods: 11 participants used OPKs, 9 used temperature, 6 used cervical mucus, 1 used cervical position, 1 used pulse, and 5 used general symptoms. People also track to identify if they conceived using different methods; the ones our participants directly mentioned were general period days, temperature, and symptoms. Participants also mentioned tracking period flow (1), menstrual pain (1), and medication (2). They tracked different combinations of these types of data in different moments of their trajectories. Some of them start tracking on their own, searching online, reading books, or following indications of friends. Others start tracking following healthcare providers suggestions. They performed these activities using paper, websites, digital spreadsheets, fertility apps, wearables, or a combination of these.

In addition, fertility tracking as performed by our participants also involves analyzing and tracking multiple lifestyle factors, such as stress, diet, and exercise to try to increase their chances or to find the reason why they are not conceiving. Seven participants directly mentioned analyzing those. For instance, P9 turned to lifestyle measures, trying to find possible causes for why she was not conceiving and hoping that by acting on them she could increase her chances: “I just feel that maybe I was too skinny, or I was too stressful. My work is giving me too much pressure. So, I was trying to find the reasons that I can probably change to make it better, to help the process.”

Tracking becomes a way to explore the unknown: participants use data in an exploratory way, tracking new measures and lifestyle practices over time, trying to triangulate the data to increase their chances of conceiving amidst the uncertainty of fertility. P7 described a clear example of using data to explore the unknown, explaining she was “slowly adding stuff. It was more like every month that ticked by, I kinda needed a greater sense of control, so I was the one that was like, ‘Okay, I’m gonna take my body temperature, and I’m gonna buy something else to help me feel like I can control this, I can be in charge of this.’” She even used multiple apps (5) at the same time to store and analyze her data, and to compare the different feedback they provided: “I was like, ‘I’m gonna cover all the bases.’ Do you know what I mean? What’s lining up?” [P7].

Amidst all the uncertainty of fertility, tracking becomes a way to find “some information and some kind of hope” [P13], to get “some sense of structure” and avoid the feeling of “roaming aimlessly” [P10], and to cope with the emotional toll of dealing with the unknown: “but because of the way […] I deal with uncertainty through information-seeking, I actually think it was a way that I was able to stay calm and maintain some sense of control, even though it was sort of a difficult time” [P11]. Seeing and interacting with data increased participants’ sense of control because it gave them a feeling of acting to turn the unknown into known.

5.2.2 Using Data to Learn about the Body

Patients explore varied data practices to try to approach the unknown. When they put these data activities in practice in their daily lives, they often need to face an intense learning process, which arouses their curiosity. Patients described tracking can be “really fascinating” [P1] and they enjoy learning about their bodies, as described by P11 in the following quote: “When I first started reading it [fertility book] and tracking, it was really cool because I felt like I was learning about my body in ways that I never had before. Like, I had never known about the differences in cervical fluid for times of the month […] I had never been that in touch with my body and my cycles before, so that was actually really fun” [P11]. Similar to P11, many participants felt they did not know much about their bodies before trying to conceive and they wish they have learned more when they were younger, as explained by P7: “all this information really could have been taught to me much younger, and it would have been much less confusing. [...] To have this kind of insight about your body is not something that should be a luxury, right? It should be taught.” [P7].

These examples suggest that the female body was in itself unknown to our participants; most of them did not know how their fertility manifests in their body over each fertility cycle before they encountered fertility challenges. Tracking allowed participants to learn aspects about themselves and their bodies and enabled them to understand some parts of the unknown; parts that they could have learned when they were much younger, but they did not probably partially due to the social taboos entangled with female bodies.

5.2.3 Challenges of Self-Interpreting Data.

Participants generally enjoyed learning about their bodies through tracking. However, tracking bodily measures can also present challenges. As P3 highlights tracking “is really quite fascinating but they’re also kind of tricky.” Data interpretation was not as straightforward as some participants expected; especially considering these data practices are immersed in their daily lives.

Previous studies [21] reported that many measures related to fertility involve subjective analysis. Our data is aligned with these results and our participants described how some measures required time to understand and recognize (e.g., “the cervix [...] took me several months because to feel your cervix in these different positions was difficult for me [in the fertile days the cervix should be soft, high, open, and wet]” [P11]). Other measures require strict steps to be collected, which are hard to fit in a person’s life routine. For instance, temperature was the one that generated most complaints among our participants, because it requires daily measuring, normally at the same time in the morning, before getting out of bed, and after having reasonably regular hours of sleep. To some of our participants, these demanding requirements to collect data created “all these variables that were just like user error” [P7]. These possible variations in data collection challenge data interpretation. P9, who used an app and spreadsheets to plot her temperature, explained that the complicated process required to collect the data creates noise that hinders data analysis: “It always has some noise, so to speak, so when you wake up one morning, maybe you ate too much the night before, and your body temperature will be affected. So there is a lot of noise in your data. It’s not easy sometimes because, you know, the temperature doesn’t show the pattern anymore” [P9].

Similar interpretation challenges also happened when tracking other measures. For instance, P7 described she could not find a pattern in her OPK results: “the first month, I was like, ‘Oh, [the peak was on] day 15. Perfect. Life is great.’ And then, the next month I got no peak, and then the month after it was 12, and then 10, and then 20, and 17, 13. I mean, it was just – it’s hard.” P10 also faced problems with OPK, but instead of facing variability in the peak day, P10 actually never got a peak. Instead, she got 15 days of high fertility for multiple months, which was confusing and exhausting for her and her partner: “That blinky smiley face [high fertility indication] was 15 days long and I never got an ovulation day. [...] And I never got pregnant for those three months. And based upon the length of my cycles, it honestly got very frustrating. We were just like, ‘Okay, we
must ‘ve gotten the window,’ and it was like we got sexual fatigue. Where even my husband’s like, ‘Can we take a break?’ I was like, ‘Yes, we can totally take a break’” [P10].

Not being able to identify a pattern through tracking confused and frustrated many participants. Some started tracking more data, others acted without knowing precisely when their fertile windows were. The latter led to sexual fatigue and no pregnancy for P10 and her partner. To P12, it impacted her sexual experience with her partner: for some time, the data became so important to her that her sexual activity was focused on them. She described “tried to have intercourse in that period [fertile window]. And sometimes I finished it [intercourse] and then I went to the app to make notes, so it was not good.” As these examples show, these tracking activities directly impact people’s daily lives. Living with data often turns to be confusing and complicated: the data are often imperfect, take too much effort to collect, are difficult to understand, and do not tell people why they cannot conceive even if they track everything they can.

5.2.4 The Unknown Remains Unknown.
Patients turn to tracking hoping data will help them to approach the unknown, they will be able to understand fertility better, and use this knowledge to conceive. However, that is often not the experience they have. Besides all the challenges of tracking, having data does not mean understanding, especially in a context so naturally uncertain and largely still unexplained as fertility. P4 explained this interaction between data and hope using the analogy of a rollercoaster: “It’s [an] emotional challenge of being on a rollercoaster of uncertainty. So, it’s an emotional rollercoaster, really. For the first two weeks, you work really hard. You’re excited. You’re going to do it. And then, for the last two, you really don’t know. And then comes the result. So – oh, that uncertainty – it’s huge. It’s a big challenge” [P4].

More so, data may even intensify this rollercoaster experience, as explained by P12 who would compulsively check her data while her hopes got high and down during the cycle: “You did your job, you got a good probability of being pregnant, and you are in the middle of 2 periods. And your period should come in the day 2 and then it doesn’t come. And it is day 5. Then I start to check [the fertility app] almost compulsively and when my period comes it makes me feel sad, makes me feel nervous, makes me feel stressed. It wasn’t very good for me” [P12].

Patients’ data practices are often not only involved but driven by their emotional experiences. Some participants add more measures every month hoping to increase their chances of getting pregnant (e.g., “every month that ticks by, you get desperate, right?” [P7]). Others experience undesirable fertility-related events (e.g., miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy, partial mole) that negatively impact their emotional experiences and their data practices, as exemplified by P11: “I think my tracking probably would have been much more just in sort of, ‘this is fun and interesting,’ if I hadn’t had the miscarriage first. I think that having a miscarriage really – that was such a difficult event for me. I grieved a lot and I became really depressed about the loss. I think that then sometimes the tracking became one way of kind of obsessing about that. You know what I mean? Like, ‘will it happen again?’ I was really scared about that” [P11]. Such events increase patients’ emotional toll, affecting their data practices and their relationships with data.

Together, the disappointed, unexpected, unpredictable, and undesirable experiences most of our participants experienced also remind them that, even after intensive tracking, the unknown remains unknown. P4 described how this constant uncertainty is bewildering, since no matter what patients do there is no guarantee to have the expected results: “That uncertainty is so challenging because for a lot of us – regular people – you work at something and you get results, right? So, it’s cause and effect. It’s just like that. And with this, with fertility, it’s not cause and effect. You do everything by the list that you have to do, and still doesn’t work” [P4].

Some patients realize that they cannot really control fertility but still kept tracking because of the benefits of learning, having a plan to follow, and gaining some sense of control. For example, P11 described her obsession with data worked as a coping mechanism: “and I think tracking, honestly; the kind of obsessive tracking was, in a way, my weird way of controlling, of exerting
some measure of agency in an uncontrollable situation.” Others abandoned tracking because they felt tired or too obsessed (e.g., “[at one point I feel like tracking makes me too stressful, like thinking about it too much. So I would give myself a break]” [P9]), because they felt it was not accurate and did not give the results they expected (e.g., “[what I have not been consistent is just I think after so long, it didn’t seem reliable anymore]” [P8]), or because they felt they have learned everything they could (“I’ve tracked for so long now that I can tell you, the third week of my period, I have insomnia. [...] I don’t need a tracker to tell me this stuff anymore” [P7]).

In summary, engaging with data to explore the unknown by patients themselves can be a fascinating learning experience. However, the experience of living with data can also be particularly challenging, especially when people’s tracking experiences are embedded within and fed by the emotional rollercoaster of trying to conceive. Even those who conceived often do not know why it happened (e.g., P9 who conceived after 10 years when she was almost giving up), and many others may remain in the dark with extensive data that may not lead to their goal.

5.3 Working with Data: How Providers Follow the Decision Tree to Treat Patients

Patients from our study described seeing and working with various healthcare providers with different specialties. In the trajectories presented earlier, Claire and Anna described seeing REIs, a TCM doctor, and a midwife. Other providers our participants worked with include OB-GYNs, OB nurse, holistic doctor, fertility acupuncturist, homeopathic specialist, and metabolism specialist. The reasons why people choose such a wide variety of healthcare providers vary: desire to try natural approaches, a previous relationship with the provider, a referral from another provider, and insurance issues. REIs are usually one of the last resources patients look for because they are specialized in infertility treatments, which are more complex, more expensive, and often involved in stigma (e.g., “[It was the only time I went to a doctor who said that she has knowledge specifically about infertility issues. And I said ‘ok, well I don’t know if I have infertility issues, like, this big word ‘infertility’, but I am certainly having period problems’” [P1]). Unless patients are aware they have infertility factors, they may not consider REIs. As such, REIs usually enter patients’ trajectories after they have tried different providers and tracked varied fertility-related data.

5.3.1 Types of Data Valued by Providers

Similar to patients, healthcare providers also need data to approach fertility. Healthcare providers work mostly with three types of data: 1) patients’ answers to their questions, particularly medical history and symptoms (e.g., “[so medical diseases, medications, allergies, surgeries before, supplements that they may be taking, social history]” [D4]), 2) radiology tests (e.g., “[we want to make sure to get a HSG [hysterosalpingogram], which is an x-ray, to make sure their tubes are open]” [D3]), and 3) laboratory tests (e.g., “[we do a semen analysis and then we see if the periods are regular in the female partner and if they’re irregular we do some blood tests such as thyroid]” [D5]). These data are used by providers to determine a treatment path. Radiology and laboratory tests are often used to confirm what patients reported and to explore possible factors for infertility, as explained by D1: “then other helpful things after I know that [menstrual history] are to do an ultrasound, to look at the ovaries and the uterus, because that can give me more details to explain why their menstrual periods are occurring the way that they’ve described.”

Other than the radiology and laboratory data that are gathered in the clinical settings, providers largely use PGHD. Patients’ menstrual history is critical information for providers and they generally value patients’ tracking data for this matter, as explained by D1: “[I think they [fertility apps] are actually really helpful for that main intake of history, because if we have someone coming in for an evaluation for infertility and they don’t have any of that information, it sort of delays their evaluation a bit, or makes their evaluation more difficult, because without tracking, they can’t really answer that question about their menstrual cycle. And I think that’s one of the most important starting points in evaluating someone who’s trying to conceive. So, it’s really helpful]” [D1].
Besides the initial history, REIs also need PGHD to identify ovulation patterns. As the previous quote suggests, if patients already have tracked data that indicate ovulation, it may save them months, since these data can help providers in identifying ovulation patterns, a necessary step to proceed with their evaluation and treatment decision. In cases where patients have never tracked ovulation before, or in cases where they have irregular cycles, it is common for REIs to ask patients to track for a few cycles, as explained by D2: “so, patients who cannot recall menstrual pattern or who seem to have long menstrual patterns, we ask them to track […] the beginning and the stop dates of their menstrual period. And if they do use LH kits [OPKs], to track the results.”

However, as this quote indicates, REIs consider and ask for only a few types of data, mainly period dates and OPK results. Other data tracked by patients are often not viewed as useful from REIs’ perspective. For instance, while many of our patient interviewees attempted to precisely measure and understand their temperature data, these data were often considered controversial by the REIs because it does not work for everybody (which is aligned with the challenges patients described): “it doesn’t work for everybody, just like the ovulation predictor kits don’t work for everybody, but I pay attention to that. […] But if they were able to track their temperature and they have a clear spike in the temperature, that’s useful information” [D5].

Similarly, cervical mucus, another type of data valued by patients, is considered “nonspecific” [D2], “not reliable” [D1], or “subjective” [D3], by the REIs we interviewed, and they do not use it. D4 explained that these measures were probably more useful when more precise data and tools were not available, describing it is still good to know that patients identify fertile characteristics (color and consistency) in their mucus, but D4 does not use these data: “I think in the past when we didn’t have the ovulation predictor kits, it [temperature and mucus] was more helpful. And certainly, knowing that they [patients] get the egg yolk, thickening cervical mucus, it’s good things to hear. But I already know from other information whether they’re ovulating or not” [D4].

These examples suggest that providers emphasize controlled and objective data, which are expected to have better quality and reliability. They also show that, the ability to explore the unknown is different for healthcare providers since they have more medical knowledge to interpret the data, and can access tests’ data using medical procedures that patients cannot access.

5.3.2 Using Data to Follow a Protocol
Applying their expert knowledge and their training, healthcare providers’ use of data follows a protocol that maps a series of related choices and their possible outcomes. This protocol starts in the first appointments, when healthcare providers gather patients’ medical and fertility history. D4 explained that in these initial appointments they need to check mainly four aspects from the couples’ health history: “When I initially speak with them, I talk with them that we really think about four categories that contribute to a couple’s fertility, because infertility is a couple’s disease. And that’s eggs—egg quality, egg quantity—sperm quality, reproductive anatomy—so, uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries. And then the last category, which is most pertinent to the apps, is ovulation, and whether ovulation is occurring, whether it’s reliable, predictable, in a pattern.”

Based on the data gathered from the initial conversations with patients, providers conduct subsequent radiology and laboratory tests and follow a protocol to define the treatment together with the patient. If they find an underlying cause for infertility (e.g., tubal occlusion) they follow the indicated treatment for that pathology, as explained by D2: “that just depends on what their diagnosis is, right? So, if it’s not ovulatory, then you need to use medicines to make them more ovulatory, and that’s different from someone who has male factors and low sperm, then that takes you down the path of finding sperm.”

Despite having access to data from medical tests and procedures, having expert knowledge, and having a clear protocol, infertility can still be unexplained for healthcare providers, as explained by D1: “So, basically, all of the things that we look at will be normal. And that’s how we end up at the unexplained infertility diagnosis.” In this case, healthcare providers resort to the three main possible paths as explained by D2: “It’s a discussion of what is the anticipated fecundability with
attempting unassisted versus what is the fecundability with using Clomid [drug to stimulate ovulation] and insemination as treatment versus IVF as treatment.” In addition, D5 reported that in such cases it is necessary to consider not only the complexity of the treatment but also factors such as cost and stress and patients’ preferences: “Usually the rule of thumb is that we start with the least invasive and least expensive and least stressful treatments and then we go up. But I always tell patients that I provide information and the choice of treatment is ultimately theirs.”

Complexity, cost, and stress, alongside risk and success rates, compose some of the main considerations involved in treatment decisions. In the following quote, D4 explained that the rationale for prescribing IUI or IVF is based on scientific data: “Generally, success with the superovulation IUI cycle is around 12% across clinics. But success with an IVF cycle is, depending on the women’s age, anywhere from 40 to 60% generally. [...] We recommend to go straight to IVF for tubal occlusion or a tubal cause of infertility. But for other causes of infertility, I think it’s appropriate and ethical to recommend that couples try superovulation and IUI first. But the benefit of superov and IUI really starts to go down after four cycles of trying. And so, my recommendation is three to four cycles of superov IUI, and if not pregnant, then we need to discuss IVF” [D4].

In this quote, D4 emphasized that after a number of attempts, some treatments have lower probabilities of success and it is not worth trying them anymore. Sometimes, healthcare providers follow their whole protocol, do all the tests, and try all available treatments, but their patients do not conceive. At some point keep trying becomes non advisable. D2 explained that this point is defined by the likelihood of pregnancy considering patients’ whole fertility trajectory: “there are guidelines and committee opinions about what you define as ‘futility infertility treatment.’ And so, if you think that the likelihood that they’ll have a baby from a particular treatment is less than I think 2 or 1 percent, you can call this medically futile [...] If you feel like the chances are so low, then it is time to stop.” D2 explained how they tell patients they are not able to help: “I explain what are the potential fertility treatments that exist and what is the likelihood that with each of these fertility treatments that they are going to be successful in having a healthy baby or having a baby. Then if that chance is really very low, then the counseling is you can see that even though there is a lot of technology, currently this technology will not increase your chance of being able to have a baby over trying on your own. So, therefore, although it is possible that we undertake this technology, I don’t recommend it because we’re not helping you” [D2].

These examples illustrate how REIs follow a protocol guided by scientific knowledge and probabilities to define their course of actions. Their actions are driven largely by medical rationality, instead of by lived and personal emotional experiences and personal hope.

5.3.3 Challenges Working with Fertility Data.

Our REI participants reported that a smaller portion of their patients (“probably 15%” [D4]) seem to get obsessed with data tracking, collecting several months of data for multiple health indicators, as explained by D4: “I’ve had several patients come, and they have literally an Excel sheet of data. And they’ll say, ‘this is the length of my menses this cycle. This is the number of days that I’ve bled.’ And they’ve tracked the last 12 months. And, ‘this is the consistency of the bleeding. This is my basal body temperature. This is my cervical mucus. This is my ovulation predictor kit. This is my days of intercourse.’ I mean, so they literally come in with this Excel data sheet” [D4]. However, this level of detail is not helpful for REIs’ data practices. The data they need is more defined and summarized, which is often better captured through a conversation than simply checking months of data points, as exemplified by D1: “Some people also track [...] the number of days that they bleed. [...] For people that have irregular bleeding for some reason, like intermenstrual spotting, the number of days of bleeding can kind of be helpful, but in general, that’s not more helpful than someone just saying, ‘I bleed between periods,’ or ‘I have heavy periods.’ So, I don’t find the number of bleeding days very helpful” [D1]. Similarly, D3 also highlighted that collecting and analyzing months’ worth of temperature data is difficult for them and for patients: “I think it’s harder for me to interpret that data when they come in and they have their temperature logged for
a whole month. [...] Also, I discourage using that method [temperature] because I think it’s a lot of work for the patients. I don’t think it’s necessary and I think there’s other easier ways.” As these quotes show, healthcare providers face challenges when patients bring extensive data to the them because although they do not use them, they need to respond to patients’ requests.

5.3.4 Challenges Working with the Unknown.
On top of the challenges with interacting with patients and their self-tracked data, healthcare providers still have to deal with the fact that fertility remains largely uncertain. For instance, their tests may be more reliable than patients’ data practices, but they also can fail, as described by D4: “Unfortunately, even women that are ovulating, about 10% of women will have a false negative with the OPKs, meaning that they are ovulating, but the ovulation predictor kit doesn’t detect it. So, that’s frustrating for those women. And in that case, we know the OPKs aren’t reliable, and we have to do other things in the office to determine when they’re ovulating” [D4].

Unexplained infertility implies that the causes of infertility are unknown. Providers can potentially keep doing more tests (e.g., “it may be explainable if we did a lot more invasive testing. IVF is a treatment, but it’s also, in a way, a test, because it lets us see in a media dish in the lab how these eggs are fertilized by the sperm.” [D4]), but often it is not advisable or possible because of ethical, financial, or emotional reasons. Many patients have difficulties understanding that it may not be possible to find a cause of their infertility. D1 explained that many of them turn to REIs looking for a cure and they become devastated when treatments do not work as they expect: “I think people come in to see us because they were having trouble getting pregnant, and I think that they assume that these treatments are more like cures. And so, if they undergo a treatment and don’t become pregnant, it’s kind of devastating, because even when we talk about the likelihood of success, they’re still hopeful that it will work, and it’s really hard, I think, to accept when a fertility treatment is unsuccessful even when the objective things that we look at are promising” [D1].

Patients feel frustrated when treatments’ results do not match their expectation, which is in part connected with misconceptions about fertility (e.g., “people overestimate the likelihood that women become pregnant every month. [...] There are [also] misconceptions on the probability of success with different fertility treatments. Meaning I think it’s overestimated” [D2]) and with their strong emotional connection with the goal as D1 explained: “Well, I think once you tell people that, they understand it, but it’s still hard to change the emotional connection they have to that belief, so that’s one thing that’s sort of difficult” [D1].

In summary, providers engage with data to explore the unknown in a much more direct way, following a protocol rooted in medical rationality and scientific research. They value PGHD for history taking and for identifying patterns in ovulation so they can define the best treatment course, facing challenges when patients expect them to use extensive data that do not fit their practices or when patients do not understand that treatments are not a cure or a guarantee of pregnancy.

5.4 When Different Data Practices Interact
Patients and healthcare providers engage with different data practices to approach the unknown intrinsic to fertility. Even when patients visit healthcare providers before starting their efforts to conceive, they usually start their fertility trajectories on their own. REIs are sought much later in their trajectories, when patients have already worked with other healthcare professionals and often developed consistent and potentially extensive data practices of their own. REIs approach data based on their training, expertise, and experience practicing medicine. When they start working together, the interaction of these two different data practices (which are entangled with the inherent challenges and uncertainties characteristic to (in)fertility) may lead to series of tensions and conflicts. Such conflicts can be further exacerbated by the recent popularity of fertility tracking technologies and individuals’ emotional engagement with data [20]. Below we describe the types of tensions reported by our participants and ways to overcome these issues in practices. Since all
providers we interviewed were REIs, we also use patients’ accounts of their interactions with other healthcare providers to describe conflicts and positive experiences.

5.4.1 Understanding and Adopting Providers’ Fertility Protocol.
When patients and providers interact, patients encounter providers’ data practices, often for the first time, and they need to understand how their data are used following the medical protocol. Our data suggest that when providers do not explain how they make decisions and what data they use to make such decisions, patients feel disappointed and confused. For example, patients described providers suggesting treatments without explaining the rationale behind the decisions, which may lead to distrust and misunderstandings between patient and provider. For instance, P7 explained that the first provider she worked with did not explain the connection between the treatment decision with her test results and personal data, which sounded to her as he was considering a more complex treatment that was not necessary: “he finally got back to me like, ‘okay, you have low progesterone. Would you like to try Clomid?’ And I mean, at the time, I didn’t understand his reasoning. Now I understand his reasoning. But at the time, I was like, ‘I have low progesterone. You’re telling me [to use] something that’s gonna stimulate ovulation. You’re wrong. No, I’m going to someone else’” [P7]. P7 later consulted with another healthcare provider who proposed the same treatment, but, unlike the previous one, this doctor explained the decision-making process clearly and how the decision was connected to the data (i.e., test result): “[he said] ‘the insulin resistance is throwing off your hormones, and every month, you’re not ovulating. And that’s why your progesterone is low. If we can get you to ovulate, your progesterone will come up.’ And I’m like, ‘oh, that’s why that first doctor recommended Clomid because Clomid will stimulate ovulation,’ And so he’s just like, ‘If we can get the ovulation happening, then the progesterone will get there.’” P7’s reactions with the same treatment plan demonstrate the importance of explaining the decision rationale to patients, especially how data were used, as the protocol used to guide providers’ practices are largely hidden to patients.

Some of our participants went along with the information provided to them and followed providers’ instructions despite not having sufficient explanations. For example, P4 and P5, who are partners, had an experience with an REI who recommended an IUI treatment without explaining his decision-making process: “Our first meeting with him threw us off a little bit [...]. [He] didn’t really listen to as much about what we had gone through prior. It was just – he came in and knew what needed to be done already. But our treatment there worked, so we can’t really complain” [P5]. His partner, P4, echoed his negative impressions, describing the REI came to this decision very quickly, in the first appointment, without asking for new tests or data, and without providing any explanation of what led him to the treatment: “the first time we met him, he was very sure about what was going on, which shocked me because he didn’t know much about our case. We had just met him 10 minutes before. [...]. I did not have a good impression just because he was very forward, very like, ‘Oh, I know what's wrong.’ And he had just barely met me. [...] How can he know if I haven’t had any test done with them yet? But he's the one that helped us have our son, right? So, you've got him some credit.” [P4]. As both quotes indicate, though the treatment eventually worked, P4 and P5 felt confused, shocked, and doubtful about the provider’s decision throughout and even after the process, largely because he had not explained what made him come to such decision or how it was connected to their data (e.g., previous tests or personal data). In P4 and P5’s case, although the treatment was successful, their experience may not have been ideal. Treatments often last long, and it takes time to see the results; not explaining the rationale may negatively impact patients because they may feel increased anxiety during the process.

Since patients are less familiar with providers’ decision-making process, and may have less fertility knowledge, when providers do not explain how they use data and what data is useful for them, patients feel frustrated when providers seem to not use their data. Sometimes, patients even feel that their prior, painful personal experiences were ignored and not valued by providers. For example, P13 reported that because her case was complicated (involving both male and female...
infertility factors), providers seemed to only care about “their statistics:” “I talked to a couple of doctors who were terrible and essentially said, ‘you’ll never have a kid. You and your husband are both... It’s not gonna work,’ and all but I said that we would hurt their statistics” [P13]. Finally, the fifth provider she visited demonstrated more empathy with their case and considered they had around 10% chances of getting pregnant. She did an IVF with that provider and conceived.

When the decision-making process and the inherent data practices were well-explained to patients, they were more satisfied and trusted the treatment plans more. This is illustrated again by P13 experiences. She understood that the data from her wearable were not useful for guiding her providers’ practices (the one who did the IVF) in comparison to the data generated from clinical tests: “I showed him the graph [fertility graph from the wearable device] once because he was interested to see it, but he kind of just glanced at it. He didn’t analyze anything that it had said since I was going for blood draws every 48 hours. The blood draws are obviously the most accurate to determine your levels of everything.”

Providers can also help patients engage with their own self-tracked data differently. For instance, D2 described trying to help patients that track too much data to figure out what are the best data to use depending on “what you are using that for,” such as when patients use multiple types of data to predict ovulation: “and then when you have multiple ways of tracking, it’s also possible for us to help them by looking at which of those ways is best [...] in helping you to predict ovulation.” Similarly, D3 commented they do not analyze their patients’ self-tracked data in detail, but use the data to educate their patients: “I look at it [data], I see if it’s reasonable and then I tell them, ‘okay, now based on this app, do you know why it’s telling you to have sex during this day, at this time?’ And a lot of them, most of them can explain to me why but if not, I say, ‘it’s not day 14 for everyone,’ and explain the physiology behind that. [...] And I think a lot of patients don’t know that, so I make sure that their app is coinciding with that” [D3].

We even found that these well-explained rationales of using data can influence patients’ own data practices outside of the clinical encounters, when patients apply what they learned from providers instead of tracking reactively or obsessively: “I liked having the information [self-tracked data from the wearable]. Pretty much did everything the doctor said. I got my OPKs and everything through him and did all the blood draws and looked through that information [self-tracked data]. I kept track of my numbers myself just because I’m interested in that stuff. But, at a certain point I kind of let the doctors take over keeping track of everything” [P13]. Patients appreciate this use of their data, since it can help guide them not only through the protocol, but also through the sea of fertility information available for consumption, as described by P11: “There’s still so much we don’t know about what causes fertility. But I feel like she [midwife] did a good job of helping me deal with ambiguous information and with the unknowns while giving me information that was more concrete, you know what I mean, about the things that I can do.” Such practices also foreground how much is known about fertility, which helps in avoiding creating expectations that cannot be met and supports patients in building the structure and plan they need.

In summary, when providers do not explain their rationale of data use and decision-making process, patients get confused and may not trust their decisions. Because patients in general do not understand the data practices engaged by the providers (what types of data they value and why), they may misunderstand providers for not taking their personal data and experiences seriously. However, when providers make their rationale and data practices clear, patients often comply to their decisions and, sometimes, even change their own practices using data in a more balanced way.

5.4.2 Considering and Addressing Patients’ Emotional and Personalized Needs.

Since providers and patients engage in very different data practices, when providers encounter patients’ trajectories, they may not always understand the concerns, preferences, and personal situations patients encounter. The REIs we interviewed acknowledged that patients’ data practices are a “powerful way for us to feel like we’re taking control of our life, and we don’t feel powerless”
[D4]. However, as we mentioned earlier, these data may not be directly related to providers’ decision-making process and thus may not be used.

Although patients have various experiences with providers not checking their data, the REIs we interviewed all mentioned they try their best to look at patients’ data, even just skim through them to get the information they need. However, their use of patients’ tracking data is different from their use of clinical data. They do not try to use all patients’ data for the purposes of diagnosis or treatment, but use it to understand and validate patients’ experiences. If patients bring extensive data, these REIs try to reassess patients’ practices. If the patient is obsessing, they try to validate their feelings and suggest mental health support, as described by D4: ‘If they come with a big Excel [...] I try to positively affirm them and then talk with them about what all this means. A lot of what we do is reassurance that this is occurring. And then I talk with them about healthy lifestyle choices, healthy mental habits to protect their mental health. Because when we fixate on things like that, sometimes people spiral into a depression or an anxiety that’s really hard to get out of. So, a lot of it is reassurance that, ‘this is normal. This is happening. Thank you so much for bringing me this information.’” As D4 indicated, since REIs work almost exclusively with fertility issues, they have a deeper understanding about patients’ data and the emotional struggles they may face. The data brought in by patients thus serve as a basis for them to understand patients’ past trajectories.

By reassuring patients’ data practices and normalizing their experiences, D4 indirectly addressed the larger emotional context involved in patients’ fertility trajectories. D4 also commented they start the first appointment asking patients to describe their goals so they can personalize the treatment: “I like to start the visit asking them to tell me – in their own words – what brings them in today, what their thoughts are, and what their goals are. [...] I always like to ask my couples – in relation to their overall goals – how many children in an ideal world they would want. Because my recommendations depending on the woman’s age, may be very different if she wants one child vs. if she wants two, three, or four children as a couple, together.” By understanding what caused patients’ extensive (and potentially obsessive) data tracking behaviors, providers can then suggest ways to support their mental health, direct them to other forms of support, and provide enough structure and the most clear and objective information so there will be less room for patients feeling out of control: “We talk with patients about finding whatever it is that helps relieve stress for them, so whether that’s mild exercise, meditation, yoga, spending time with family – we try to help them focus on those things too. And then also, just trying to make things as clear as possible so that things go according to plan and patients aren’t meeting a lot of unexpected challenges, because I think that adds more stress” [D1].

Fertility treatments protocols are often based on a general “illness” trajectory that generalizes from a larger population. However, like described before, fertility is still unknown, and patients’ personal fertility trajectories vary significantly. Patients’ data and their emotional involvement with these data, can also support providers in learning more about patients’ trajectories. It does not necessarily mean providers need to examine in detail extensive tracked data: patients can talk through their data to answer providers’ questions. This process could help providers in identifying exceptions to their protocol. For example, P1 described reporting to five different healthcare providers how her periods were painful, and how she thought this might relate to her fertility challenges. She explained that, because she was young (25 years old) and always had regular periods, these providers seemed to not pay attention to her experiences: “all of them would ask me questions while they were examining or right beforehand. But it was ‘harum-harum.’ It’s more like kind of lightly mentally checklist.” After 5 years, she finally found a provider who asked her “detailed questions about specific pain, areas, and how frequently, and how many tablespoons [blood flow] during a regular period” which led, alongside specific tests, to a diagnosis of endometriosis. Following the general “illness” protocol, it is less likely that young people with regular periods will not have fertility issues [73,94]. However, the average age of our participants when they first faced fertility challenges is 29, and four of them (P1, P4, P6, P8) explicitly mentioned they always had regular periods. These examples suggest that engaging more with
patients’ specific data may be helpful to recognize their individual struggles that do not follow the standard decision rationale.

P11 provided a good example on how patients and providers different data practices can work together. She explained that, although her midwife would not deeply analyze her data, she would listen to her descriptions and consider her information: “when we did Clomid, I think the first dose I didn’t really ovulate. And so then, I was showing her the [temperature] chart or I was describing the data I was collecting [temperature, OPK, cervical mucus, cervical position, and symptoms] to her, and she increased the dose. So, it was that kinda thing. It’s not like we were sitting at my computer looking at stuff together. I think I took my laptop to the office a couple times. She’d be like, ‘oh okay. Well, just tell me what does it say.’ And she was and is really good about listening to me” [P11]. In this case, the patient talked through her data to the provider, who identified that the patient needed an increased dose of medication to ovulate.

In summary, although patients detailed data practices are often not useful for the decision making process, to some extent engaging with patients’ data and practices can be useful to understand their trajectories, recognize possible exceptions, address their emotional state, and provide the support and structure that help them reduce the feeling of being out of control.

6 DISCUSSION
As our findings show, individuals facing fertility challenges often build expectations and data practices before contacting healthcare providers. Strauss et al. [82] argue that technology can produce new trajectories, which can bring new challenges to both health providers and patients. Technologies related to data can play a role in how patients react or participate in health work [82]. Our findings show that patients’ data practices are entangled with their fertility trajectories and affect their interactions with providers. Leveraging Strauss et al. [82] discussion, understanding how data play a role in patients’ fertility trajectories is necessary to understand their illness management practices and how to better support them, especially when self-tracking data has become increasingly present in today’s clinical encounters.

Based on our findings, we first examine the characteristics of the uncertainties faced by (in)fertility patients and how their data practices emerge in this context. Then we discuss the reasoning behind the two different data practices (i.e., the different ways patients and providers value and use PGHD). Finally, we suggest that instead of trying to completely merge patients’ data into providers’ practices, technology should bridge patient and provider’s data practices supporting their independent coexistence and necessary interactions.

6.1 “The Unknown:” Uncertainty in Fertility Struggles.
Facing any health condition is a disruptive event largely because of the uncertainties it creates. Uncertainty has been considered a central aspect of both chronic and acute illness experiences [8,11]. It is inherently related to the difficulties in understanding illness’ events, particularly regarding the effects on daily life, symptoms, treatment paths, unpredictable outcomes, and how the future will unfold [8,11,63]. Uncertainty has been reported as a major source of distress for patients with different health conditions during their illness trajectories [11] such as cancer [80], stroke [8], HIV [11], and bone marrow transplant [12].

Similar to these health conditions, patients facing (in)fertility challenges also have to deal with the distress caused by uncertainties, which many of our participants referred to as “the unknown.” However, infertility presents unique challenges to approach this unknown. First there is still fairly limited scientific knowledge about fertility: there are numerous potential factors, entangled with complex hormonal changes in the body, that influence people’s fertility cycles and are not completely understood [81]. Besides, different from other diseases where people expect to be back to normal or control their symptoms, infertility does not present any symptom or directly impact
people’s health conditions [35]. Instead, it relates to their goal for the future, such as their life plans, and the biography they imagined for themselves [18,75].

Individuals’ relationships with personal data are also different. In conditions such as diabetes, individuals can see how their data (e.g., glucose levels) are connected to the condition and its progress. In contrast, people facing fertility challenges often do not even know which and how much data are relevant to their goal, since many factors can influence fertility and they change from person to person [20,21]. These challenges add uncertainty to an already uncertain context. Therefore, individuals’ struggles with infertility are directly and repeatedly influenced by the “unknown.” As discussed in previous studies [21], reflection on data [53] and sensemaking [59] become much more complex in such context.

Finally, unlike in many other health conditions, in fertility individuals are expected to directly influence and impact the outcomes of their fertility trajectories through personal actions. For example, cancer patients face similar intense uncertainties in their trajectories: it is unexpected, personalized, not fully scientifically understood, and the cure (most common goal) may not be easily achieved. However, most cancer treatments are performed by healthcare professionals within the healthcare system. Patients can support and participate in their care through self-management activities [40]. They are expected to support and follow healthcare providers guidance, but their personal actions may not alter or impact their treatment results. In comparison, in the fertility context, the data practices are seen as directly contributing to individuals’ end goal which increases the pressure for persistent action [20,51]. This is also aligned with societal pressures and gender stereotypes entangled with fertility [20,55], which increase the emotional involvement and the consequent entanglement of emotions and data practices [20]. Finally, all the data work is done under time pressure: all self-tracking activities need to be performed within each cycle, often with the threatening feeling that time is passing by, reducing the biological chances of conception. These complexities associated with fertility data practices add to individuals’ “patient work” [18] increasing the complexity of their trajectories [82] of fertility experiences.

6.2 The Different Data Practices: Emotions vs Rationality.

Our findings show both patients and providers use data to explore “the unknown”, but this exploration has different characteristics. As summarized in Table 2, patients’ data practices are much more exploratory, embedded in their lived experiences and driven by their emotions, while providers’ data practices are more objective, supported by the rationality commonly applied in medical decision-making. These differences highlight how fertility trajectories are entangled with the tensions between “the voice of medicine” and patients lived experiences [35].

Medicine has a long history of emphasizing rationality to support more objective practices and reduce the uncertainty [9] that leads to the “unknown” described by our participants. Providers’ data practices are rooted in this tradition and are based on medical research, scientific evidence, and their own expertise and experiences practicing medicine through the years [9,84]. Healthcare providers use PGHD and the results of clinical tests to visualize “the illness course and some of its attendant medical work” [18] (p.238) following a protocol that resembles a decision tree: the data points they need are used to answer questions, eliminate possible infertility causes, and guide their decision-making process until they define the best treatment course. This protocol is based on probabilities and statistics of a typical illness trajectory and prioritizes certain types of data that are considered more reliable and often more objective (e.g., OPKs and laboratory tests) to identify the best treatment path. Other data are often not considered useful in this decision-making process. However, as our findings suggest, such data practices may not account for patients’ individual differences and experiences, particularly in a context that is highly personalized, highly uncertain, and still scientifically unknown. As our data demonstrate, patients commonly do not experience the typical illness trajectory inscribed in the decision tree. Besides, healthcare providers do not have the same emotional connection patients have with their data or know their lived experiences.
in their fertility trajectories. They mostly work with data with rationality, while patients are living with data embedded in emotions.

Table 2. Differences between patients’ and providers’ data practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A combination of multiple types of data</td>
<td>A few defined types of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often use subjective data</td>
<td>Use controlled, clinical data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large quantity of data</td>
<td>Summarized data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven by emotions</td>
<td>Driven by medical rationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning about the body</td>
<td>Using medical expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trying different things</td>
<td>Following a protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with data</td>
<td>Working with data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patients experience infertility in a much more emotional way, because their fertility trajectories are directly related to the life plan they envisioned for themselves and their data practices often directly disrupt their daily lives (e.g., tracking, analyzing data, having programmed intercourse) [7,18]. The experiences of infertility have been previously described as a “roller coaster of raised hopes followed by tragic disappointment” [34], an expression that was echoed by our participants. In order to persistently manage their trajectory, patients need to project a future and visualize ways to get there, which involves hope and commitment [18]. Data then becomes a way for patients to act towards their projected future, so they can feel like they have some control over the unknown. Patients’ data practices are a mix of diagnostic, behavior change, and goal-oriented self-tracking [28,53,76]: they use varied data to try to identify possible causes of infertility (diagnostic), so they can change them (behavior change) and act towards their goal (goal-oriented). However, though such data practices help patients to learn about their bodies and fertility, they still cannot completely decipher the unknown, as many participants experienced in our study. Previous research analyzing fertility self-tracking through the sensemaking framework [21] has described that, because of the complexity of the condition and the challenges of self-tracking, individuals facing fertility struggles spend most of their time trying to make sense of their data [59]. Our study builds on these findings to explore how individuals use these data practices to deal with the uncertainty of their situation throughout their fertility trajectories, suggesting that in this context data work as an illusion of certainty [8]: patients’ data practices aim to bring objectivity to their experiences [67], but patients’ trajectories are so emotionally embedded in their lives that having access to extensive data does not make their experiences less challenging [45]. Furthermore, as described by previous studies [20], when people do not receive desirable results, these data practices can lead to stronger emotional consequences, and evolve to obsessive behaviors.

As our findings suggest, patients’ and providers’ data practices are not only different, they serve different purposes. The inherent differences suggest that to bridge the sides of practices, it is not as simple as merging self-tracked data into providers practices, or as rationalizing patients’ data practices to fit providers’ protocol. There are unique benefits in each form of data practices, and they should be approached cautiously. On the one hand, although providers’ data practices can overlook important aspect of patients’ idiosyncratic trajectories, they are useful to define the best, most viable, and affordable treatment course, investigating aspects of the body that patients are not able to access by themselves. It is not feasible to expect providers to analyze months of self-tracked fertility data, which could potentially delay treatment; and time is an important factor in the fertility context. Also, providers’ protocol is based on current medical knowledge, which aims to benefit majority of cases [84]. Imposing high levels of personalization may impact cases that would be easily supported by the current protocol. On the other hand, although patients’ data practices do not lead them to understand the unknown, they help them in learning about their bodies, which is beneficial not only for them, but for providers as well. Patients’ data practices also serve as a way
to make them feel that they are in control and empowered amidst the uncertainty and unknown in their fertility trajectories. These feelings give patients the structure they need to cope with the disruptive experience of infertility. Although applying the rationality used in providers’ data practices to patients’ data practices may be useful, aiming to completely change patients’ practices to mimic providers’ protocol could hinder the benefits related to their coping mechanisms and feelings of agency. It would also hide the personalized aspects of their trajectory that can point to exceptions to the protocol. Similar to previous analysis of infertility treatments and experiences [34], focusing on adjusting patients’ data practices solely to fit providers’ protocol can shift our attention from how to adjust infertility treatments for better supporting people to how people facing fertility challenges should be adjusted to fit processes that may be “imperfect” to their reality.

6.3 Bridging Different Data Practices.

The differences between patients’ and providers’ data practices may lead to confusion, misunderstanding, and mistrust when they interact during the treatment period, which add to and become entangled with the traditional challenges of a fertility treatment process (e.g., tests' accuracy, treatment results, or healthcare provider communication styles). Previous PGHD studies suggest changing patients’ data practices to fit providers’ practices (e.g., collecting only the data providers value in the moments they value, or encouraging provider-initiated tracking) [41,90]. However, as our study shows, this practice may not work for the highly uncertain and unknown nature of fertility because it could reduce or even hinder the benefits of patients’ own data practices. It is also often not possible because patients often engage in their own data practices before a provider works more closely with them. Other studies suggest technologies to facilitate providers’ analysis of patients’ data, such as providing more data and metadata to enhance reliability [77,90], supporting data analysis before appointments [87], supporting collaborative review of data with patients [46,62,79], or promoting integrating PGHD with clinical practices and systems [46,48,77,90]. While these are valuable approaches, what we found in this study is that it is also crucial to consider the principles that guide the differences in patients’ and providers’ data practices, because in some cases it may be more indicated to connect their data practices without merging patients’ data into providers’ practices and systems.

As explained in the previous section, there are different considerations guiding these data usages. PGHD carry different meanings to providers and patients and are used differently with different consequences, which suggests there exists a boundary between their practices. As our findings suggest, data do not pass directly through this boundary. It often requires negotiation and adaptation from both sides. Instead of trying to make this boundary invisible by merging patients’ data into providers’ practices, our findings suggest that it may be more useful to make the boundary more visible to the different users so patients can understand providers’ protocol clearly and providers’ can learn patients’ fertility trajectories better [10]. Therefore, this study suggests instead of merging, bridging the two data practices: support their independent coexistence and the eventual connections necessary to feed and balance each other. If the boundary between their practices is visible, collaboration through PGHD can be easier and each group can maintain their own practices but also consider the other side of the boundary to further benefit their data usages and collaboration [10]. Patients’ data can be used to feed providers’ protocol in the specific moments when they need them. Patients’ data can also bring the emotions they experience to provider’s practices. Reversely, providers’ data practices can introduce their expert knowledge and rationality into patients’ trajectory, supporting them in interpreting their data, and providing the structure they need to balance their sense of control. The bridge between their different data practices can support patients and providers to collaborate through the boundary to explore the unknown in the specific context of patients’ fertility trajectories. This bridge suggests the need of boundary negotiation artifacts [17,50] that can communicate both trajectory experiences and decision-making reasoning across the boundary. Boundary negotiation artifacts are artifacts and practices used to coordinate different
perspectives, align different groups of users, and facilitate crossing and pushing boundaries [17,50]. Such objects highlight the existence of a boundary that separates different spheres of expertise and requires different types of data for different purposes. Based on our findings, we suggest that fertility technologies can be designed to bridge this gap in the following ways:

Making providers’ data practices transparent. Our findings suggest that many conflicts between patients and providers result from the lack of transparency in providers’ data practices. Chung et al. [17] argue that patient instructions are a form of boundary negotiation compilation artifacts created by providers. Our findings suggest that such artifacts should include explanations of providers’ reasoning and how PGHD fits in this process (e.g., what data and tests they need and how their results take them to the treatment). Making the rationale transparent to patients can help them understand providers’ decision-making process and how it is supported by data. If patients understand the protocol providers use to define treatments and its underlying reasoning, they can be prepared to provide the necessary data to support them. In addition, making providers’ data practices accessible to patients may help reduce the uncertainty for patients [8,63] and influence their own engagement with data, proposing a more rationalized data use without limiting the benefits of their existing data practices. Technology can potentially support this by showcasing providers protocol (maybe even using the decision tree analogy) alongside the fertility information important for conceiving. So, when patients learn about their bodies, they may also learn how providers approach fertility challenges. For supporting the moments in which the practices interact, technology can provide summarized information that can support providers in gathering the data they want without hindering patients own data practices activities (D1 liked apps’ calendar feature for this reason), and artifacts that can help providers in describing to patients their reasoning and how the proposed treatment is connected to the data, either tracked or clinical. Future work is needed to explore how fertility data should be collected and owned by these different stakeholders in order to support bridging their practices and preserve users’ privacy, particularly considering current concerns related to private companies’ ownership of these data [32,91].

Considering different trajectories. Kaziunas et al. [45] argue that “there are many unexpected and deeply human narratives about data still emerging and that these stories offer an alternative way of living with data.” In our study, patients engaged with data in varied ways in their unique fertility trajectories. Instead of trying to make patients’ data practices mimic providers’ and turn to be completely rationalized, summarized, and objective, it is also important for PGHD to carry the uniqueness of each patient’s trajectory. For example, patients described good interactions when providers let them talk through their data. Although such verbal descriptions of data can be considered boundary negotiation inclusion artifacts (which bring information from one side of the boundary to the other) [17], such communication may not always be well structured and spontaneous. Our findings call for more structured artifacts that can facilitate both patients’ and providers’ practices and support patients to articulate the important details of their trajectory. Technology could support such interactions, allowing patients to share certain aspects of their experiences that may be useful for providers to understand the individualized challenges they faced in the past without omitting important details. Past research on rare diseases have suggested the use of summaries of patients’ conditions to clinicians that do not have disease-related expertise [39,57]. Fertility technology could draw from such suggestions to support patients in providing an overview of their trajectory, including information on treatments they have tried, specialties of healthcare providers they previously worked with, fertility-related events they experienced, relationship with tracking (what, how, and how often they track), and treatment goals. Such summaries could also include information on patients’ values important to care, such as how many children the person would like to have or strong preferences for trying naturally and avoiding IVF.

Addressing the emotional involvement with data. Fertility is strongly connected with emotions. Providers are not able to ease the complex emotional context involved in patients’ trajectories and its relationship with data [20]. However, the existence of such relationship impacts their practices. Addressing patients’ emotional needs is as critical for improving care as it is to treat their physical
needs [66]. Providing reassurance, as described by our REI interviewees, is a subtle way to address the complex emotional context around fertility and a good way to normalize patients’ experiences: previous studies have described reassurance alleviates feelings of guilt and helps tackling stigma related to infertility [70]. In this context, technology could support patients by including mental health related practices and not only tracking the body. Research in cancer care have suggested tracking emotional health to support providers in recognizing patients’ emotional needs [41], while a previous study of multiple sclerosis suggested the use of journaling as way to support mindful disease monitoring [4]. Every patient’s experience is different and because of the taboos related to fertility, emotions can be hidden and not shared. As such, having the emotional experience documented in a PGHD system that supports meaningful sharing with providers would allow providers to have indications of the real lived experiences of patients. It can support them in providing assistance to address patients’ emotional needs and it may even help them understand the underlying causes that account for such emotions or recognize patterns of negative experiences. 

**Exposing how much is known.** Although there have been important scientific developments in recent years, fertility is still uncertain: the unknown is unknown. It is important to showcase uncertainty to avoid reinforcing unrealistic expectations. Previous studies have discussed [20] and explored [78] how to communicate uncertainty in fertility data and predictions to patients. However, fertility is also uncertain to healthcare providers. Understanding the uncertainty could help in avoiding patients viewing treatments as cures, which would make it easier to accept that treatments may not work as expected. Similar features proposed by previous fertility studies focusing on uncertainty in patients data practices [20,78] could be used to communicate to patients the uncertainty existing in providers’ data practices and support them in learning the nature, limitation, and different usages of data.

### 8 CONCLUSIONS

Medical practices have always been data oriented. With the rise of PGHD other types of data are entering these practices and influencing patient-provider collaboration. We studied the use of PGHD and related data practices in the context of an uncertain, complex, and data-intensive health concern: fertility with the goal of conception. Our findings show that patients and providers use PGHD differently but with the common goal of exploring “the unknown.” Providers use patients’ data in a rational protocol, aiming to identify infertility causes and define a treatment course. Patients use data in a much more emotional way, learning about their bodies while struggling with challenges in data interpretation. We discuss that both these practices have benefits for their specific groups and that the principles that drive them should be considered and supported when developing fertility technologies. Finally, we suggest that fertility technologies should aim to make the boundary between patients’ and providers’ data practices more visible so their practices can be bridged, facilitating collaboration when necessary and also maintaining their independent benefits.
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